YASSER BOOLEY
in 3 acts

SOUTH AFRICA AT LIBERTY
“An important contribution to the iconography of the
everyday life in post-apartheid South Africa, this photographic
anthology is marked by an untamed wildness, offering a raw
and provocative voice for the vulnerable, broken and
misunderstood engaged in a basic struggle for survival on the
city margins. “
Tambu Ndlovu, Art Historian

28 September | 6pm |180 Remsen street Brooklyn Heights NY

act 1

“In March of 2005, he was one of the founding members of a photographers
collective Camissa, consisting of 14
photographers from historically disadvantaged communities. As a founding principle, this collective celebrated photography’s
indispensable role in recording and presenting the various
realities that exist in South Africa, and on the continent.
Together, they put on an exhibition using various locations in Cape Town, giving
birth to The Month of People’s Photography. The four following years, MOPP
became a guerrilla fringe to MOP (South Africa’s annual
October event Month of Photography), a deliberate signal to the establishment.“
Bjorn Maes, Africalia
Africalia Editions [photo]

“...his uninhibited account of the lives of factory workers, partyers, the unemployed, street wanderers, exhausted commuters crammed in trains and protesters rallies bears witness of a great compassion and even intimacy with the world
around him, his world South Africa”
Zammagazine, Photo Editions #2, Christina Månsson

“I have maintained contact with Yasser through
all these years, watching him move from making pictures purely for himself to working
with confidence for newspapers and NGOs.
Throughout this transition the style and tone of
his pictures hardly changed. What amazes me is
that he still makes pictures for the same reason
he started out. In an era when photography has
become preoccupied with questioning its own
veracity, it is refreshing to still find practitioners
who photograph purely for the joy of looking at
the world, with a truly humanistic and sympathetic eye. Yasser’s voice is an authentic one. He
genuinely loves people. He loves Cape Town.
He loves his community – a very, very large
one! This monograph has been a long time in
the making. What you see here is Yasser’s world.
And it is a world filled with affection, togetherness, brotherhood, sisterhood and unity. I feel
proud to be part of his world.”
Pieter Hugo, South African photographer.

“Booley’s work often serves as a form of social
commentary at large. He articulates the contrast between fleeting moments of ecstasy
found in people’s expressions of culture and
the sombre, harsh aspects of life in a country
dealing with vast inequalities. Booley highlights
the struggle of people dealing with divisive racial
and classist tensions while seeking to rectify the
wrongs of an oppressive history.”
Arron Moos , ‘On concrete and beyond’

This is the first curated exhbition at the
Callaghan Centre, hosted by the President of St.
Francis College , Dr. Miguel Martinez-Saenz and
curated by Janice Glowski, Ph.D.

act 2

#easystreet

observer|dominant narrative| patterns of power|flow of resources
What is your understanding of the ‘American Dream’?
What do you care about ?
What is your dream for America ?

Like Africa, America also consisits of real people with understanding, care and dreams ... an ongoing
photographic exploration.

act 3

Bo Kaap, gentrification, resistance.

#morethanjustprimerealestate

"I don't understand why people talk of
art as a luxury when it's a mind-altering
possibility."
Jeanette Winterson
Live music and curated experience
in collaboration with
Zachary Levine-Caleb and the incredible
staff and students of this little college
that punches way above its weight in
terms of the real life impact on the
communities it serves.

